regions for nucleus, cytoplasm, golgi, ER, etc. automatically. These approaches offer a reduction 146 in the size of the data and a transformation of pixel intensity data into classifications that directly 147 informs the biology of the problem. The Medial Axis Transform (MAT) (Staff et al., 2012) has 148 been used to quantify pavement cell geometry. The MAT uses the midline points of cells to 149 quantify cell shape differences by tracking the percent change in angles between linear segments 150 of the branches along the central axes or skeleton. A similar method for tracking the midline of a 151 cell is available as the FIJI plugin AnalyzeSkeleton method (Arganda-Carreras et al., 2010; 152 Schindelin et al., 2012) . 153 In the analysis of pavement cell shape, the most widely used computational method to 154 identify lobes is based on the AnalyzeSkeleton algorithm that detects the midline of irregularly 155 shaped objects, categorizing the pixel properties of the surrounding area and choosing the best 156 path to detect areas of image continuity. Based upon the number of neighboring pixels, some 8 calculated from the binary image and the skeleton end-points are extended to the cell perimeter, 161 depending on the magnitude of the protrusion, to map positions of predicted lobes. As shown in 162 Figure 1A and Figure 1B , the skeletonize method is not very accurate, and only about half of the 163 lobes that would be identified by a trained scientist are accurately identified with this method. 164 Therefore, this method is useful in determining generalized lobing events, usually well after a 165 new lobe has formed, but is unable to detect slight variations in wall geometry that signify recent 166 lobing events. algorithm is based on a multi-step process starting with a convex hull of the cell boundary and a sequence of processing events to robustly identify lobes (Graham, 1972) . First, cell boundaries 175 are segmented from the original image. For our analysis of cell boundary variation and lobe 176 detection, existing segmentation methods utilizing gradient vector field SNAKEs or a related 177 approach (Ma and Manjunath, 2000; Roeder et al., 2010) were not sufficiently accurate, 178 frequently merging cells or creating additional cells from an irregularly-shaped lobe. The 179 recently published semi-automated method for pavement cell segmentation termed CellECT 180 improves the efficiency of 3D pavement cell segmentation and includes user input to reduce 181 errors (Delibaltov et al., 2016) . In the future, CellECT could be modified to output a single set of 182 splined coordinates that accurately depict the boundary of the anticlinal cell wall. We anticipate 183 that as cell segmentation methods improve, LobeFinder will be integrated into an image 184 processing workflow to enable high-throughput cell phenotyping. However, at the present time 185 manual segmentation is the only reliable method to extract cell coordinates, and this can be 186 easily achieved using the polygon selection tool that is available in ImageJ. The ImageJ 187 segmentation tool is advantageous because it allows the user to adjust the position of the cell 188 boundary points and add or delete points as needed.
189
For this study, confocal images were at a resolution of 3.95 or 2.55 pixels/µm. After 190 testing a range of sampling densities along the cell perimeter, we found that sampling 191 frequencies of 0.5 to 1.5 points/µm were sufficient to yield accurate results for cell shape 192 analyses using LobeFinder because lobe detection was consistent in this range. Sampling 193 frequencies of 1 point every 2 µm or less led to obvious mismatches between the cell shapes in 194 the raw image and the segmented cells. We recommend sampling cell perimeters at 1 point/µm 195 and selecting the spline function within ImageJ to smooth the manual tracing and provide a high 196 density of interpolated points.
197
Following extraction of the cell perimeter by segmentation, the center of mass of each 198 cell is calculated and moved to the origin. The overall cell size is normalized and scaled by a 199 constant factor to calculate lobe numbers ( Figure 2A ). Following analysis the outputs are 200 rescaled back to microns for the outputs reported in the graphical user interface (GUI). This 201 allows the use of the same relative metrics and LobeFinder settings to determine if a lobe is 202 present for cells of different ages and sizes. The normalization step also allows raw images at 203 multiple different resolutions to be processed in LobeFinder. To remove artifacts introduced by 10 cell perimeter data is approximated by a cubic spline interpolation.
206
The output of the preprocessing steps is a cell perimeter that is scaled, aligned with the 207 center of mass, smoothed and resampled (cubic spline interpolation), and ready for further 208 analysis. To acquire the minimal polygon that surrounds the entire set of coordinates that define 209 the cell boundary ( Figure 2B ), we employ the MATLAB function 'convhull' that returns the coordinates of the convex polygon (hull) that contains all the coordinate points of the cell set 211 (MATLAB, 2013) . The convex hull provides two important features for further analysis: first it 212 provides information for the minimum convex set that encompasses the entire cell, and second it 213 provides a convenient coordinate system onto which the cell boundary properties are easily 214 mapped ( Figure 2B , middle). Both of these outputs will serve to subsequently identify key points 215 and structures.
216
Pavement cells do not typically produce an outline where all of the extrema at the lobe 217 tips are located precisely on the hull. For example, in Figure 2B , the convex hull produces a line 218 that does not separate regions 4 and 5 by the lobe that is located between the regions since the 219 lobe does not land on the hull itself. To adjust the hull, the distance between the cell and the hull 220 is calculated and plotted on an axis of position vs. distance ( Figure 2B ). Using the orthogonal 221 Distance To the Convex Hull (DTCH) to the cell perimeter, the local minima are retrieved, and 222 the convex hull is then refined to capture the interior local minima points. To determine whether 223 there are interior lobe points between adjacent points on the convex hull, we use the program 224 PeakFinder (Yoder, 2011) to determine both local and absolute extrema between hull(i) and 225 hull(j) (points on the cell periphery coincident with hull). Peakfinder identifies the location of the 226 missed lobes and the hull used to encapsulate the cell is modified to contact the lobe point 227 ( Figure 2B , step 2). These additional processing steps capture the majority of interior lobes that 228 would otherwise be missed since they do not lie on the hull surrounding each cell. The resulting 229 hull is termed the "refined hull" because it no longer conforms to the strict definition of a convex 230 hull. The Distance to the Refined Hull (DTRH) plots contain highly useful information on the 231 local patterns of growth. Therefore, the cell and its refined hull are re-scaled back to their real 232 dimensions, and the DTRH coordinates are available to be exported within the LobeFinder 233 program. In rare instances, there are relatively large pavement cells in which a cell lobe is 234 bulbous. In these instances the path of the cell perimeter doubles back on itself on one axis 235 creating multiple solutions for the DTRH plot. In this sub-region of the cell, the peakfinder 236 routine uses only the smallest distance value, and this can lead to erroneous hull refinements and 237 lobe calls. This morphology is rare in our dataset, but a bulbous morphology is the default state 238 in the crenulated boundary of many monocot leaf epidermal cells. For these species, LobeFinder 239 would likely perform well in analyzing early events associated with lobe initiation, but would 240 likely fail to accurately count the lobes of fully expanded cells.
Following adjustment of the convex hull, the goal of the algorithm is to identify which of 242 the points on the cell perimeter correspond to the positions of the protrusions. Additionally, not 243 every point on the hull corresponds to a physical lobe on the pavement cell, and to some extent 244 the identification of a lobe on the cell is subjective in nature with different individuals 245 identifying different lobe positions and numbers. One design goal of the algorithm is to mimic 246 the expert observer's approach to identify the geometric features, albeit by an objective computer 247 algorithm. This goal informed the design of the geometric parameters for lobe geometry and 248 spacing that were developed to optimize lobe identification. For each data point in the set of 249 convex hull points ( Figure 2B, Step 3), the distance between neighboring points is calculated.
250
This distance between hull points determines if the algorithm should consider adjacent lobe 251 points as part of the same lobe. To cull points on the hull and leave only those that are identified 252 as the center of a lobe, two parameters (δ and λ) for the initial identification of lobes are used: 253 the scaled spacing distance between lobe points (δ), and a ratio of the height (distance between 254 hull and cell boundary) to the width (distance of hull segment) between prospective lobe points 255 (λ). The distance between a lobe point and the convex hull is zero, however there must be a 256 region between lobes where the distance is non-zero and above some threshold value. This LobeFinder optimization and evaluation 264 The principal method for identification of lobes and lobing segments in pavement cells 265 relies on observer-based inspection and identification of lobing events. An important research 266 goal is to standardize pavement cell phenotyping and to create an objective computational 267 method that can accurately quantify cellular geometry and be applied to time-lapse data and large 268 ensembles of images to efficiently calculate population statistics. It is therefore necessary to 269 ensure the algorithm produces consistent and accurate observations.
270
As an initial test of the sensitivity of the output to variability in an individual's choice of 271 boundary points for cell segmentation, three pavement cells of varying sizes and shapes were manually segmented three times and analyzed using LobeFinder. For each of these cells the area, 273 perimeter, and circularity values for the technical replicates were either identical or differed by a 274 fraction of a percent. For the technical replicates the LobeFinder outputs for lobe number were 275 more variable, with the coefficients of variation for lobe number varying between .06 and .10.
276
This level of variabilty in the measurement of lobe number was much less than that observed 277 when multiple individuals used subjective criteria to score an identical cell. For example, in our 278 test population of pavement cells (Supplementary Figure S1 ), the coefficient of variation for 279 lobe number ranged from 0.03 to 0.21, with 10 of the 15 cells having a coefficient of variation 280 greater than 0.1. In the LobeFinder program, variability in lobe number most often occurred 281 along relatively straight cell perimeter segments with one tracing including a very small feature 282 that was absent in another. The cause for this is discussed further below, but this result makes 283 clear the importance of accurate sampling along the cell perimeter. Table 1 ) are provided in the supporting online materials. A summary of 296 the LobeFinder and voter results are shown in Figure 3E and Figure 3F . We next benchmarked 297 LobeFinder and the existing skeletonize method against the images manually curated by 298 members of the two labs. The subjective nature of the manual scoring of lobe number is evident 299 in the plots of lobe number ( Figure 3E and Figure 3F ), with many cells having four or more 300 features that were ambiguous. The median lobe number from the manually curated data was 301 therefore used as a standard for comparison.
302
Overall, the skeletonize method greatly underestimated lobe numbers ( Figure 3E ).
Following an initial calibration to optimize the threshold values of and , the LobeFinder 304 outputs for lobe number closely matched the median lobe numbers from the manually curated 305 images ( Figure 3F ). The LobeFinder lobe number error was 5.7 times lower than that of the skeletonize method ( Figure 3G ). The accuracy of the manual lobe counts were similar to those of 307 LobeFinder when averaged across all individuals ( Figure 3G ); however for a given cell there was 308 considerable spread in the lobe counts among the individuals ( Figure 3F ). For example, the error 309 rate among the individuals differed by more than 20% for 8 of the 15 cells, even though each of 310 the 6 individuals were similarly-trained to score the presence of lobes. This observation 311 reinforces the strong need for objective methods for quantitative analysis of cells with highly 312 variable shapes and sizes.
313
Two different types of features were typically identified as a lobe. First, there were 314 instances of an undulation along a cell perimeter segment that were independent of a 3-way cell 315 wall junction. This is the classic example of interdigitated growth among two adjacent cells, and 316 we define these features as Type I lobes. A second class of cell protrusions, defined here as Type
317
II lobes, were instances in which a protrusion was located at a 3-way cell wall junction. These 318 tripartite junctions form during cytokinesis, and in some, but not all cases, the cell can grow 319 asymmetrically at this location generating a protrusion with a shape that is often 320 indistinguishable from Type I lobes. However, the growth mechanism that generates a Type II 321 lobe may resemble "intrusive" growth (Jura et al., 2006) Figure S2 ). If a predicted 336 LobeFinder point was not within 0.025 radians of a manually identified point, it was considered a false positive (FP). Missed Lobe points were defined as false negatives (FN). We did not 338 calculate true negatives since this would be an ambiguous number to determine and it would not 339 inform the evaluation of the method. Related to these quantities, we also calculated the 340 Sensitivity = TP/(TP+FN) and False Discovery Rate (FDR) = FP/(TP+FP). Both of these 341 measures are used to determine the effectiveness of the algorithm.
342
A high sensitivity and a low FDR are the primary objectives for the application of Figure S2 ). These LobeFinder outputs and the average number of lobes per cell at each time point (Table 1) 376 indicate that lobing events are prevalent in early stages of growth, and that lobing events slow 377 down at some point between 56 and 72 HAG. These results are consistent with the conclusions 378 of a previous study (Zhang et al., 2011) .
379
Additional scalar metric outputs from LobeFinder also correlate with different phases of 380 pavement cell growth; however, they do not directly inform the generation of new lobes.
381
Specifically, for example, the circularity of the individual cells decreases between the two time 382 points ( Table 2) , likely due to the increased expansion of lobes that are initiated primarily in the between lobes. Therefore, in a time lapse experiment, the DTRH plots reflect the local growth 396 behavoirs of the adjacent protruding cell, and the shape change at the interface between the two 397 cells. In Figure 4D to Figure 4F , the DTRH was plotted for each cell at the two different time LobeFinder has great potential for the community, and we anticipate that LobeFinder, provided 450 as a user-friendly program in MatLab (Supplmental Figure S3 ), will allow others to use this 451 program to analyze mutants, and objectively test for direct effects on lobe initiation.
452
A major advantage of LobeFinder is that it creates a coordinate system to quantify local written, there was a recent report in which externally applied particles were used to track the 468 growth patterns of the outer wall in fields of developing pavement cells (Armour et al., 2015) .
469
The utility of externally applied particles to analyze the growth of the anticlinal wall is uncertain.
470
However, the combined use of DTRH plots, high-density cell wall marking, and time lapse 471 imaging has the potential to reveal how the polarized growth of individual cells and cell clusters 472 can operate at broader spatial scales to dictate the growth patterns of leaf sectors and even whole 473 organs (Zhang et al., 2011; Kuchen et al., 2012; Remmler and Rolland-Lagan, 2012) .
474
LobeFinder also has immediate applications in terms of more quantitatively dissecting 475 the molecular control of lobe initiation. Hull based methods and the DTRH plots establish a 476 perimeter coordinate system onto which the temporal and spatial patterns of lobe formation can 477 be graphed (Figure 4 ). This is a boon for further analysis such as correlation of spatial with LobeFinder to create a more robust and efficient cell analysis pipeline. 498 We show here that LobeFinder is an effective new tool for pavement cell phenotyping 499 and growth analysis. We believe this algorithm has a broader utility for the quantification and 500 many lobed cell types (Panteris and Galatis, 2005) and the analysis of objects with closed and 501 highly irregular geometric shape at any spatial scale. For example, there is great interest in the Interface (GUI) by typing 'LobeFinder_GUI' at the MATLAB workspace prompt and <Enter>.
524
This will open an instance of LobeFinder GUI in a separate window (Supplemental Figure S3) .
525
To import files, click on the "Open Folder" button to select the folder that contains the ROI files.
526
At this point one can select the checkboxes for the types of data output files to be generated are the absolute value of the difference between the lobe number count from the skeletonize
